
Maximum weight: 50kgs / 110lbs
PLEASE READ THIS MANUAL FULLY BEFORE USE

To Unfold the Scooter:
1.  Press down the folding button 
    (see picture A).
2. While securing the scooter, unfold 
    the deck down fully until the rear 
    wheel touches the ground (see 
    picture B).
3. Press the lock button to keep locked 
    (see picture C).
4. Press the button on the center of the 
    handlebar and lift (see picture D).  
5. Keep lifting until the safety lock is
    engaged. (see picture E). You are 
    now ready to use your scooter.

To Fold the Scooter:
1.  Unlock the deck by disengaging the lock button (see picture F).
2. Press down the folding button (see picture G).
3. Lift the footplate until its fully closed (see picture H).
4. Press in the button on the center of the handlebar while pressing 
    down the safety lock and push down to close (see picture I).  

To Use as a Scooter:
1.  Grip the handlebars with your hands, place one foot on the deck 
    and the other foot on the ground.
2. Pay attention to your surroundings and make sure that your 
    riding area is clear.
3. Kick backwards with your foot beside the deck to move. 
4. Repeat this kicking action in order to stay in motion. 
5. To stop or slow down, place your kicking feet on the brake pedal 
    above the rear wheel or put your kicking foot on the ground.
6. Do not over-steer as this could cause you to fall.  
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Important Safety Notice:
The product is recommended for children 4 years and older.
After checking that all parts are in good condition, remember to check that
all the screws and wheels are tightly in place before using the scooter. 
(hex keys are supplied to tighten these if necessary)
Always wear safety equipment such as helmets, knee pads, and elbow pads.
Always wear a helmet when riding your scooter and keep the chinstrap
securely buckeled. Always wear shoes. The maximum weight that this 
product can hold is 50 kgs or 110 lbs. (45kgs/99lbs rider & 5kgs/11lbs case
storage). Ride on smooth, paved surfaces away from motor vehicles.
Avoid sharp bumps, drainage grates, and sudden surface changes. 
Scooter may suddenly stop. 
Avoid streets and surfaces with water, sand, gravel, dirt, leaves, and other 
debris. Wet weather impairs traction, braking, and visibility.
Do not ride at night. 
Brake will get hot from continuous use. Do not touch after braking.
Avoid excess speed associated with downhill rides. 
Adults must assist children in the initial adjustement procedures to unfold
scooter, adjust handlebar, and steering to height, and finally to fold scooter. 
Obey all local tra�ic and scooter riding laws and regulations. Watch out for 
pedestrians. 
Replace worn or broken parts immediately.
Do not use this product for jumping stunts or tricks. The scooter is not 
designed for such use.  

Maintenance:
1.  After use, please wipe the product 
    with mild detergent.
2. Do not leave this product in high
    temperature situations, intense
    sunlight, or dusty areas. 
3. Store in a dry place.
4. Always make sure all screws and nuts
    are securely tightened before every
    use. The self-lock fixtures may lose
    their e�ectiveness.
5. No modification other than according
    to the manufacturer’s instructions
    shall be made.  
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WARNING
The handgrips contain a metal tube with plastic end pieces. Be careful not to drop the scooter when not in use. If the 
scooter is dropped after use, over a period of time, you will damage the plastic end pieces, the handle and the tube. If you 
damage this part of the scooter, it is strongly advised that you replace the damaged parts as soon as possible to avoid 
any accident caused by making contact with the these parts. It is strongly recommended that you wear protective 
equipment while using this product and the scooter should not be used on any other surface than on flat even ground. It 
is not designed for gravel roads, grass surfaces, or any other uneven surface. Using this product on these surfaces could 
cause not only damage to the scooter but also injure the rider. 

Protective equipment should be worn. Not to be used in tra�ic. 50kgs/110lbs max weight. The scooter should be used with 
caution to avoid falls or collisions causing injury to the user and/or other people. Do not take this scooter on the road or 
public highway.   

Adult supervision is recommended.
CAUTION! PLEASE REGULARLY CHECK THAT ALL FIXINGS

INCLUDING WHEELS ARE TIGHTENED DURING USE.
• Never ride the scooter without tightening the folding mechanism
• Check all clamping devices for tightness and foot brake prior to riding


